Combining results from all tests
These are the steps to combine the results from all of your tests. One section is specifically for the situation where you
can identify a paternal or maternal match, the rest applies to any situation. Important note: File formats may change
slightly please overlook this.

Download files from dnagedcom.com
FTDNA files
There are 3 files to download; a chromosome browser file, a ICW file and a FF Match file. The FF Match file is mostly for
reference.
Files must be cleaned up so that they can fit together and be treated in a similar manner.
1. Chromosome browser file

Clean up data by Clearing Content of first column this leaves a blank column. Add an F to this column for FTDNA

Delete the SNPs and ID columns – these are the two columns at the end

2. ICW file

No cleanup needed

23andme files
1. FIA file (indicate Profile name you want to use if there is more than one profile






Clean up data – First column contains names like this:
Diane Harman-Hoog vs Kenneth Wiley
Replace that string in the Find/Replace function by replacing Diane Harman-Hoog vs ( the space after the
vs is very important to include)
This leaves Kenneth Wiley or whatever is after the vs in the original string.



Delete column with SNPs



Insert a first column, add a 23 here for all rows

x`

Get gedmatch data (if you have Ancestry test or matches from Ancestry who have
uploaded there


Sort by Kit # to get all the accounts that start with A at the top (little arrow at top of column

Check box for each Autosomal match where the account starts with an A

Compare Chromosomes (option at top)
When comparisons come up, select table for each chromosome, paste into second
column of new spreadsheet that will be for gedmatch downloads. In first column,
you will paste number of that chromosome.
Paste next chromosome data below in the order of the number of the chromosome
put chromosome number for each table you download in first column. You may need
to use the Paste/Special Command, it depends on the version and kind of
spreadsheet you are using
Continue until you have all chromosomes


If you have Excel 2013 or greater then you can select the whole spreadsheet then click on Clear on the Home Bar
and Clear the Formatting as well as the Hyperlinks




If you have another spreadsheet check the Help function to see if you can do this.

Delete the last column of what you have downloaded from Gedmatch.
Select Column D, this has the starting and ending numbers for the segments and the cM for each segment.
They need to be broken out into the correct columns. Example of two segments in this column below:

Use Text to Columns feature under Data in Excel. If you do not have this feature you can cut and paste the
numbers into the columns,

In Text to Columns, chose that this is a Delimited File.

Then for the delimiters, UNCHECK the tab box, check the space box and put a – in the special character box
and check that
Then check “treat consecutive delimiters as one”. This means that space dash space is treated as one
character/

Click on Finish

This is the result of that operation

See how it split the numbers on either side of the dash?
Now select the columns with the numbers and replace first the “(“ and then the “)” in these columns to get rid
of the parentheses.
Now get rid of the columns with cM in them,
This is the result

Now I prefer to format the numbers to make it easier to work with. Select the columns with the long numbers,
one at a time, then right click on the column and Format Cells and then choose Numbers, 0 decimal points and
use the comma to show 1000s.
Lastly, select the columns that have the shorter numbers (the cMs) and format those to 3 decimal points.

Sort the worksheet on column F largest to smallest.
Mark the row below the last row with 6 cMs in it
Below that line check the columns to the right for cM over 6.
Cut and paste the start, end and cM columns for any segments over 6 cM into columns D, E and F, If there is
more than one set over 6 cM, insert a blank line below the name and then copy the name into the new row and
add the additional start, end and cM into that row,
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Go back to top of spreadsheet and adjust for any entries that have more than one segment over 6 CM. Make
sure all segments over 6 cM are in column F.
Sort again on column F, largest to smallest.
Delete any rows where column F is below 6 cM.
Then once again sort on the chromosome column (B) and a second level for the start column (C)

Insert a new first column, enter A in the column for each row

Combining the data
Start a combined spreadsheet
Paste all data with header row from your Chromosome Browser file in your combined spreadsheet
Paste all data from your FIA file into the spreadsheet- do not include header , Genetic Distance will be in the cM
column
Paste all data from your Gedmatch sheet into the Combined Sheet
You will now have a large sheet of chromosome data from 3 sources

Adding ICW
Add ICW matrix, copy all names in set, paste this list of names in the set at the right hand side of the set and then click on
cell to the right of the list and one cell above the top name you just pasted in. Then choose Paste Transpose from the
Paste Options. This will paste a row of these names. (See Methodology for organizing chromosome data if this is not
clear.
From FTDNA
Using the FTDNA ICW file download. Look up a person in the left column and if another person in the set is in the the
second column next to this person’s name, then add an X at the intersection in the matrix you just pasted in.
If the name is not in the FTDNA download, either because they have no ICW or because the test was in a different
system, you might want to put a ? in the matrix.
From 23andme
There is a new feature at dnagedcom.com that lets you get the ICW matches for you and one person at a time. The
screen will be changing soon as it is very cryptic at this time.
Right now, go to dnagedcom and sign in. You may not find it exactly the same as this example when you get there.
Go to the Download 23andme tab.
Enter the name and password of the person who is primary (this would usually be you).
Uncheck the AC file.
If there are multiple profiles on this account, enter the name of the profile you want as the persons whose results you want used.
In the bottom FIA Match blank use the name of the second person you want to check the ICW with.
CAUTION: the two fields – profile and FIA Match are case sensitive. Jones does not equal jones or JONES

Be careful to enter the data like this, otherwise it may take several hours to run.
To get data after program has run
Click on Members tab. Then Files

Click on the login name that appears on list on left part of that screen

Open the file on the right that has the list of files for the user. The file should have both names in it as well as FIA.

We are looking at alternative methods of doing that.

From Gedmatch
Triangle candidates with New Gedmatch Triangulation Tool
Combining ICWs

You can use the FTDNA ICW file as your main ICW file, then you can paste other ICW into the file.

You need to make an adjustment to your data.
If John is ICW with Mary, you need to add 2 rows to the ICW file.
One has John in the first column and Mary in the second column
The second row would have Mary in the first column and John in the second column.
If Patsy has 11 ICW, then you would add 22 rows. 11 rows have Patsy in column 1 and the list of her ICW in column 2
Then you put Patsy in 11 rows in column 2 and her matches opposite her in column 1.

If you have some one that is tested at more than one system, by making sure that the name appears the same for all
tests as it does in the FTDNA test, then the ICW from FTDNA will also run against all of them.
Frank Martinez is his name in FTDNA
Frank W Martinez is his name in 23andme
Change the 23andme name to Frank instead of Frank W.

Run Kworks or Jworks
Use your two combined files, the chromosome data file and the ICW file and run Jworks or Kworks. The programs are
available on http://dnagedcom.com under the tab Autosomal tools. Be sure to read the directions.

Identifying maternal and paternal
If you know anything about one side or the other that might identify your matches as maternal or paternal you can now
separate your matches into one side or the other
If one side is Irish –Dutch and the other side Italian for example. Check the countries of ancestry report on 23andme
for the least common of these (probably in this case Italian. Then look to see which of these are in the original FIA
report. Check to find one of them who seems to be in common with other Italians through the process described
above. Assume this is from the Italian side of the family. You will fast find out if you are wrong, If it is paternal then
color the rows with this person and their ICW matches blue. You will be expanding on this.
The idea is that some people tested in more than one system. If they are paternal in one, they will be paternal in the
other and everyone they are ICW within each system is also paternal. You can keep rolling that on by looking for the
ICW to the first people that were ICW, etc.
You may find a few people that seem to violate this. I color their row purple for unsure
If you know one side, then so much the better. Start by looking for those ICW with someone you know is on the other
side. Color them appropriately.
The variation on this is that if you have a half sibling, then run an ICW list on FTW or on 23andme for each of you.
Color code the list for one of your sources to red text. Extract the name list. Combine the :red text list and the black
text list. Sort on name. Those names that show as both red and black are common ancestors between you. The ones
that are only red or only black are only ICW with one of the two half siblings. Color appropriately and then look for
the same name in the other systems results and also in ICW matches to your ICW matches.
This process picks up speed as you get more and more people filled in.

After you do this, save the worksheet and make a copy. Then delete all matches from the copy for the side you are not
interested it.
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